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STONE SPRAY 
DESCRIPTION 
 
Stone spray can be applied to cover and decorate horizontal and vertical surfaces 
made of concrete, plaster, walls made of bricks, laterogesso, concrete bricks etc. 
Can be applied on driveways, patios, sidewalks, stairs, swimming pool edges and 
interior, vertical surface and more. 
It’s easy to clean with a water shotblaster and, when necessary, with products 
normally found in stores. 
 
PRODUCTS 
 
The Stone Spray can be used with the following products: 
 
Stencil paper: unique paper that allows to decorate, with fixed drawings, 
surfaces to be treated. 
 
Hardstone spray: product composed of quartz sand within an appropriate  
grading curve, white and gray cements, colored pigments, hardening and  
leaching  resins   
 
Stone polymer: Single component composed by various resins which will cause 
the mortar to stick to the bases in a strong and permanent way. 
 
Sealfloor 100: A resin composed by particular   acrylic co-polymers, transparent 
and very fluid so that it penetrates well in the previously prepared surface against 
permeability and resistant to oils, greases salts, chlorine, freezing etc. 
 
DIRECTIONS 
 
Concrete must be perfectly dry. All surfaces must be free of oils, grease, dirt, 
mildew, mould, varnish, and anything that will prevent adherence to the surface. 
Surfaces should also be degreased with a commercial grade degreaser or 
scrubbed with a diluted acid, and rinsed abundantly with water. Mix 1 part of 
STONE POLYMER with to parts of water and use about 7 litres of this mix per 
bag of HARDSTONE SPRAY. 
Moist the surface without exaggerating and apply a thin coat with a squeegee or 
trowel and allow to dry. 
Once first coat has dried, you can put stencil paper down and make the desired 
design. After tape is secured, apply the second coat of HARDSTONE SPRAY with a 
hopper gun for about 2-3 mm. this surface finish can be left that way or can be 
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worked with a pool trowel in a circular motion. Peel stencil paper before the 
second coat is too dry and finish off where necessary. 
Allow to dry for 48 hours and seal with 2 coats of SEALFLOOR 100. 
 
PACKAGING  
 
STONEPOLYMER:         5-20 litres container 
HARDSTONE SPRAY:   25 kg bag 
SEALFLOOR 100:           20 litres container 
 
 
QUALITY 
 
We hereby certify that this product is prepared in accordance with the 
international standards, is continuously tested in appropriate laboratories  and 
checked prior any shipment; it is therefore a “GOOD QUALITY” Product.  
 
 
IMPORTANT: 
What's in this data sheet is based on best knowledge derived from practical experience and 
laboratory. This document cancels and replaces the previous ones. The data can be modified at 
any time. The customer has the responsibility to verify that the product is suitable for the 
application they want to perform. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for the results of 
incorrect applications. It is strongly recommended to test the product on a small area before 
application. The product is for professional use. The International Stone regularly organizes 
training courses for its customers who request it. Those who use these products without being 
entitled do so at their own risk. 
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